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Cognizant Cloud Migration Factory
Accelerate your cloud journey for digital leadership through a
factory approach
Cloud is helping organizations deliver the agility and
innovation necessary for digital transformation while
improving time to market and reducing operating
costs. Organizations need credible partners with
the right capabilities to help them scale and extract
maximum value from their cloud migration initiatives.

The factors influencing mass migrations are multidimensional with people, processes and systems on
one side and ‘go’ or ‘no-go’ decision-making from
the business on the other side. A migration factory
model helps merge these multiple dimensions
and accelerate the entire process through a quick
analysis of application functionalities and better
financial modeling.

Cognizant’s Cloud Migration Factory is a proven
program with proprietary frameworks and a unique
migration factory model designed to ensure
seamless and timely migration of hundreds and
thousands of workloads to Amazon Web Services
(AWS). The program follows an iterative approach
to discovery, planning, design, mass migration and
transition to steady-state operations.

Cognizant’s Cloud Migration Factories are located
across the world—Phoenix, Arizona; Bridgewater,
New Jersey; Glasgow, Scotland; and Bangalore,
India—enabling us to deliver benefits in a truly global
manner through the power and scope of a factory
approach.

Agility and innovation for digital transformation

Business-centric agile cloud migration
The Cognizant Migration Factory accelerates the
large-scale transition of servers to AWS through a
combination of automation tools, globally distributed
scrum teams, technology blueprints and agile
program management templates.

Highlights
•• Volume: Scale more than 10,000 workloads.
••

Velocity: Migrate 50 to 100 workloads per day
with best-of-breed tools.

••

Variety: Out-of-the-box 50+ blueprints for rapid
migrations.

••
Reduces migration
timelines, enables
faster time to
market and
decreases the
impact on business
operations.

Visibility: Cognizant’s Arc-Tern
Migration governance platform
provides complete visibility.

In addition, we support Cognizant Migration
Factory with an ecosystem of more than
1,200 certified professionals and more than
2,000 trained practitioners.
Accelerate cloud journeys with the
Migration Factory
The Migration Factory is a key accelerator
in Cognizant’s Cloud Steps Transformation
Framework, enabling organizations to
execute volume-based migrations faster.
Cognizant’s Cloud Steps, an end-to-end
transformation framework, simplifies and
accelerates the cloud journey with a rich set
of accelerators, including Cognizant’s IP,
assets, methodologies, processes, tools and
solution blueprints.
Organizations can achieve the full cost,
scalability and flexibility benefits of the
cloud quickly, with minimal interruption to
the business, leveraging Cognizant’s vast
experience across industry verticals on
AWS Cloud.
Business benefits
Cloud Migration Factory offers
organizations the following benefits:
••

••

Reduces cost of migration up to 40%.

••

Improves time to market due to agile
migration.

••

Minimizes impact on business
operations during migration.

Why Cognizant?
Cognizant is a premier consulting partner
for AWS, with more than 2,000 AWS
practitioners, including more than 1,000
certified professionals. We are also an
AWS channel reseller, an AWS managed
services partner, an AWS migration
acceleration program (MAP) partner and
an AWS marketplace reseller. In addition to
this, Cognizant has accredited status with
AWS for service delivery, healthcare and
life sciences, financial services, migration
competency, big data, workspaces and
SharePoint.
Choose Cognizant and AWS to gain
industry-leading partners with proven
solutions. Along with our Migration Factory
approach, we blend our system integration
capabilities, accelerators, frameworks and
toolkits with our advisory, implementation
and managed services to deliver a reliable,
flexible cloud infrastructure that transforms
organizations.

Reduces time to migration by up to
70%.

For more information, visit https://www.cognizant.com/cognizant-digital-systemstechnology/cloud-enablement-services/cloud-migrate
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About Cognizant
Cognizant (Nasdaq-100: CTSH) is one of the world’s leading professional services companies, transforming clients’ business, operating and technology
models for the digital era. Our unique industry-based, consultative approach helps clients envision, build and run more innovative and efficient
businesses. Headquartered in the U.S., Cognizant is ranked 193 on the Fortune 500 and is consistently listed among the most admired companies in the
world. Learn how Cognizant helps clients lead with digital at www.cognizant.com or follow us @Cognizant.
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